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Abstract
All-Cellulose Composites (ACC) are entirely manufactured from cellulose, resulting a
fully biodegradable material with perfect compatibility between matrix and
reinforcement. In this study, a finite element numerical model to predict the lowvelocity impact behaviour of ACC laminates is reported for the first time. The model
was validated through comparison with experimental data from scientific literature
conducted on ACC plates made from Cordenka woven plies. In addition, the model was
applied to the analysis of failure modes and influence of impact energy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Composite material are characterised by the combination of at least two materials,
usually polymer matrix reinforced with carbon of glass fibres, with the intention to get
properties that cannot be achieved using the constituent materials separately. In the last
years, numerous researchers have introduced natural fibres as reinforcement to increase
the biodegradability of composites. The works that have studied biocomposites made of
natural fibres as jute, hemp, linen or cotton have shown promising results related with
their mechanical properties [1-6]. However, the high properties of natural fibres cannot
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be fully exploited in many biocomposites due to poor bonding between natural fibres
and polymer matrix [7].
In recent years, a new class of monocomponent composites based on cellulosic
materials, so-called all-cellulose composites (ACCs) have emerged. In ACCs, both the
matrix and reinforcement are cellulosic, but the first is isotropic while the latter is
highly anisotropic [8]. Nishino [9] introduced the concept of ACC materials to
overcome problems associated with the compatibility and interfacial adhesion of matrix
and reinforcement using chemically identical materials. In addition, the fact that such
materials are fully bio-based and fully biodegradable will certainly improve their
relevance in future applications [10, 11]. Huber and his collaborators published an
excellent review reporting the different processing routes that have been applied to the
manufacture of ACCs using a broad range of different solvent systems and raw
materials [12].
The most of the research done on ACCs are focused on their behaviour under quasistatic conditions. Impact properties of ACCs are extremely important to find industrial
applications e.g. in automobile structures, but these properties are difficult to quantify.
Impact testing of materials is performed to determine the amount of energy that can be
absorbed during a suddenly applied force. Impact testing is usually performed by
Charpy or Izod test machines [6]. Charpy and Izod tests, originally designed to
determine ductile–brittle transitions in metals, most often assume a pre-existing notch,
which is not suitable for testing composite materials [13].
An alternative method is the drop-weight test, in which a known mass is dropped from a
given height onto a flat, un-notched sample. The drop-weight test is a more realistic test
of what a structural component would experience in its service life. Drop-weight tests
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have proven to be valuable source of information about the impact behaviour of woven
composites [14], tape laminates [15], and sandwich structures [16]. However, the use of
these tests on biocomposites has not received comparable attention in scientific
literature. Only a recent work published by Huber and his co-workers [17] has studied
the impact behaviour of ACC plates subjected to low-velocity impact produced by a
drop-weight test.
The development of theoretical models to predict the impact behaviour of composites
has shown to be useful tool to get a better understanding the failure modes and the
energy absorption mechanisms [15, 16, 18, 19]. However, the modelling of ACCs
structures is an almost unexplored field. This work is focussed on the development of
the first numerical model to predict the low-velocity impact behaviour of ACC plates
using finite element method (FEM). The numerical model was validated with
experimental data published in [17]. Moreover, the FEM model was used to analyse the
influence of impact energy on the peak force and absorbed energy during impact. The
threshold energy that produced the striker penetration was also estimated.
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
A FEM model reproducing low-velocity impact tests on ACCs was developed using
ABAQUS/Explicit code.
2.1.Material modelling
Two solids are involved in the impact test, striker and ACC plate. The striker was
modelled using a linear elastic behaviour (E = 210 GPa, ʋ = 0.3). The ACC plate was
modelled using a modification of the Hashin failure criteria [20] implemented in a
VUMAT user subroutine. The model was modified because Hashin criteria was
developed for tape plies, while the ACC plates analysed in this work were manufactured
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from woven plies. These modifications for woven laminates were similar to those
developed by Lopez-Puente et al. to modify Hou criteria for tape laminates [21].
Fibre failure. This damage criterion considers tensile and compressive fibre breakage
in directions 1 and 2. Thus two different equations were used, Eq. (1) for fibres at 0º and
Eq. (2) for fibres at 90º:
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Where XT and TY are tensile strength in 1 and 2 directions respectively, and they have
the same value for this material; Sf is the shear strength; σ11 and σ22 are the normal stress
in directions 1 and 2; and τ12 the shear stress. When one of these damage variables
equals one, all the stress components are set to zero.
Matrix failure was predicted using the next equation:
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Where Zr is the interlaminar strength; and τ13 and τ23 are the corresponding out-of plane
shear stresses. Eq. (3) is applied only to out-of-plane tensile stresses (σ33 > 0). When
this damage variable equals one, all the stress components that appear in the equation
are set to zero.
To avoid sudden changes in the stiﬀness of the ﬁnite elements when damage occurs
leading to instability problems and lack of convergence during the simulation, the stress
components were corrected using a smooth transition, Eq. (4).
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Where σ ij and σ corij are the stress before and after the correction, di is the corresponding
damage parameter, and s is the variable that controls the slope of the stress decay when
the damage is close to 1. The value s = 30 was adopted according to [21].
Moreover, the simulation of the impact involves the perforation of the plate, thus a
finite element erosion criterion is required. When damage occurs in an element, the
stresses on it drop to zero and large deformations appear. A maximum strain criterion
was adopted to remove the distorted elements: after each time increment the
longitudinal strains (ε 1, ε 2 and ε 3) are calculated; if one of them reaches a critical value
(ε i = 1) the element is removed. Thus, erosion criterion only affects to elements that
have been already degraded.
It should be noticed that this model is based on the assumption of the hypothesis of
linear-elastic behaviour up to failure. Moreover, the mechanical behaviour of ACCs is
considered strain rate independent. These hypotheses have been widely used in the
modelling of carbon and glass fibre composite [15, 16, 18, 19]. However, more
experimental works and impact tests are required to prove these hypotheses in
biodegradable composite. Since this is the first attempt to model the impact behaviour
of ACCs, these assumptions are provisionally considered to explore the model accuracy
to reproduce the behaviour of ACC plates.
2.2.Geometry and boundary conditions
The geometry of the model reproduced the experimental tests reported in [17]. The plate
consisted on a circular plate of diameter (Dp) 40mm and thickness (tp) 2mm composed
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of five Cordenka layers. The striker was modelled as a hemispherical solid of diameter
(Ds) 20mm with a mass of 9.54kg, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Finite element model. Geometry and boundary conditions.
The ACC plate was made of Cordenka fibres using ionic liquid BimimAc as solvent.
The mechanical properties of Cordenka ACC plates were reported by Huber´s research
group in [17] and [22]. The density, elastic modulus, and tensile strength are 450 g/m2,
3.72 GPa, and 91.2 MPa respectively. The shear strength (Sf) was set in 52.65 Mpa
using Eq. (5) proposed by Bledzki [6].

√
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The external surface of the plate was clamped to reproduce the experimental tests
boundary conditions. An initial velocity of 4.17m/s (vimp) was imposed to the striker
leading to impact energy of 83.71 J. Fig. 1 shows the geometry and boundary condition.
Moreover, an interaction contact was defined between the striker surface and a node
region that included all the plies of the plate. The interaction contact was modelled
using the algorithm surface-node surface contact available in ABAQUS/Explicit.
2.3.Finite element mesh
The sensitivity of the mesh was analysed with successive space discretization. The
selected mesh for the plate had 134784 linear brick elements, with reduced integration
(C3D8R). The striker was modelled with 5890 quadratic tetrahedral elements
(C3D10M). The three dimensional non-homogeneous mesh, with smaller elements in
the contact area is shown in Fig. 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Model validation.
To validate the FEM model the numerical results were compared with the experimental
data from [17] in terms of force-displacement curve and absorbed energy. Fig. 2 shows
the comparison between experimental and numerical force-displacement curves. An
excellent agreement between numerical prediction and experimental data was found.
The model showed an accurate prediction of stiffness, peak force and force drop after
damage. The numerical and experimental peak forces were 3.87kN and 3.68kN
respectively, with an error of 5.16%.
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Fig.2. Force-displacement curve (numerical and experimental results) and damage
evolution.
The force displacement curves were integrated to calculate the energy absorbed by the
ACC plate during the impact process. The evolution of the absorbed energy is shown in
Fig. 3. The numerical model overestimated the absorbed energy but the evolution of the
numerical predictions agreed with the experimental results. The total absorbed energy
according to numerical and experimental results are 28.27 J and 26.04 J respectively,
resulting in an error of 8.56%.
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Fig.3. Absorbed energy versus striker displacement. Comparison between numerical
and experimental results.
3.2. Damage mechanisms.
FE model results were used to analyse the damage mechanisms that produced the failure
of the ACC plate. The deformed shape of the plate at some relevant points of the forcedisplacement curve is shown in Fig. 2. The main failure criterion according to the
simulations was fibre breakage in agreement with the results reported in [17], thus Fig.
2 represents the field of the fibre failure criterion.
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The first point corresponds to the previous moment to the force drop, the failure
criterion is lower than one in all the elements thus no damage was found in the plate.
The second point, after the first force drop, shows the first crack propagation produced
by fibre failure due to tensile stresses. The third point, after the second force drop,
shows a second crack in perpendicular direction. Finally, the fourth point corresponds to
a point after the third force drop. At this point, a new crack appears leading to the
pyramidal shape failure observed in the experimental tests [17]. These results show that
the progressive failure of the ACC plate is a consequence of the consecutive cracks that
are propagated during striker penetration. The FEM model was able to reproduce force
history and damage mode observed in experimental tests.
3.3. Influence of impact energy
In addition, the validated FEM model was applied to analyse the influence of impact
energy. The initial impact velocity of the striker was modified to study the behaviour of
the ACC plate under impact energies from 0 to 83.71 J. Fig.4 shows the evolution of
peak force and absorbed energy with the impact energy. Three stages can be observed in
this curve.
The first stage correspond to impact energy from 0 to 1.2 J. The behaviour of the plate
was elastic thus the absorbed energy was zero. The peak force increased linear with
impact energy. No damage was observed in the plates.
In the second stage, for impact energy from 2 J to 30 J, the value of the absorbed energy
increased with increasing impact energies. In these impacts the plate was damaged but
not penetrated by striker. On the other hand, the value of the peak force increased for
impact energy from 2 J to 19 J. A crack was observed in the ACC plate for impact
energies higher than 19 J, see Fig. 5b, thus the peak force was stabilised at a value
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around 3800 N. The residual velocity of the striker for impact energy equal to 30 J was
zero, thus 30 J was estimated as the impact energy perforation threshold.
In the third stage, impact energies higher than 30 J, the plate was perforated, Figs. 5c-d.
The absorbed energy was almost constant because the impact energy was higher than
the energy absorbing capability of the ACC plate. Failure mode observed corresponded
to fibre breakage and subsequent crack propagation in principal directions leading to a
four-petal pyramid shape.

Fig.4. Peak force and absorbed energy versus impact energy. Numerical results.
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Fig.5. Failure modes under different impact energies. A) impact energy 4.77 J. b)
impact energy 19.08 J: . c) impact energy 42.93 J. d) impact energy 83.71 J
4. CONCLUSIONS
A finite element numerical model to predict the behaviour of ACC plates under lowvelocity impacts was presented for the first time. The model was validated through
comparison with experimental results. Force-displacement curve, absorbed energy and
failure modes predicted by the model were in agreement with experimental data. The
results showed that the progressive failure of the ACC plate is a consequence of the
consecutive cracks that appear during the striker penetration. The main failure mode
was fibre breakage due to tensile stresses. Moreover, the influence of impact energy was
analysed finding the impact energy threshold that produce the striker penetration.
The model presented in this work is the first step in the development of numerical
models to predict the impact behaviour of biodegradable composite plates. Some of the
model hypotheses, such as linear-elastic behaviour up to failure and strain-rate
independence, should be analysed in future works. The promising results obtained with
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this model can be useful in the development of predictive tools to provide new
application for biodegradable composite materials.
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